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Sir-Mediated Repression Can Occur Independently
of Chromosomal and Subnuclear Contexts
bust view of nuclear architecture not only by cataloging
the relative positioning of chromosomes, but by docu-
menting the movement of individual domains and the
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constraints imposed upon their mobility (Marshall,1Department of Pharmacology
2002). Chromatin movement has generally been foundUniversity of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey
to exhibit characteristics of an obstructed randomwalk,Robert Wood Johnson Medical School
meaning that a chromosomal locus makes constant,Piscataway, New Jersey 08854
randomly directed movements within a defined radius2The Cancer Institute of New Jersey
of constraint (rc; Marshall et al., 1997; Vazquez et al.,New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901
2001). The source of this constraint is unknown, but it3Department of Molecular Biology and
could arise either from intrinsic viscosity of the nucleo-Frontiers in Genetics NCCR Program
plasm, from association with other chromatin fibers, orUniversity of Geneva
possibly from interactions with less mobile proteins.30 Quai Ernest Ansermet
In all cases reported to date, chromatin mobility wasCH-1211 Geneva
confined to zones of radii far smaller than the nuclearSwitzerland
radius. Moreover, the movement of heterochromatin in4 Institute of Applied Mathematics
mammalian cells, and of telomeres and centromeres inUniversity of Lausanne
yeast, is significantlymore restricted than themovementCH-1015 Lausanne
of transcriptionally competent chromatin (Chubb et al.,Switzerland
2002; Heun et al., 2001; Marshall et al., 1997). Yeast
telomeric and centromeric sequences appear to be teth-
ered to specific elements within the nuclear envelopeSummary
that may contribute to their limited mobility (Heun et
al., 2001). Analogously, mammalian heterochromatin isEpigenetic mechanisms silence the HM mating-type
often found around nucleoli or near the nuclear laminaloci in budding yeast. These loci are tightly linked to
or can be clustered in a structure called the chromocen-telomeres, which are also repressed and held together
ter in Drosophila larvae and other cells. Still, molecularin clusters at thenuclear periphery,much likemamma-
mechanisms for the anchorage of mammalian hetero-lian heterochromatin. Yeast telomere anchoring can
chromatin remain obscure, and it cannot be ruled outoccur in the absence of silent chromatin through the
that heterochromatin positioning simply reflects its ex-DNA end binding factor Ku. Here we examine whether
clusion from transcriptionally active nuclear zones.silent chromatin binds the nuclear periphery indepen-
In budding yeast, silent information regulatory pro-dently of telomeres and whether silencing persists in
teins Sir1–4 are required for transcriptional repressionthe absence of anchorage. HMRwas excised from the
of the silent mating-type loci, HML and HMR, whichchromosome by inducible site-specific recombination
reside near opposite ends of chromosome 3 (Rusche´ etand tracked by real-time fluorescence microscopy.
al., 2003). A related Sir-dependent form of repressionSilent rings associate with the nuclear envelope, while
occurs in telomere-proximal sequences of most chro-
nonsilent rings move freely throughout the nucleus.
mosomes. At the HM loci, Sir proteins are recruited by
Silent chromatin anchorage requires the action of ei-
factors bound to cis-acting sequences, termed silenc-
ther Ku or Esc1. In the absence of both proteins, rings ers. At telomeres, Sir recruitment is provided by Rap1
move throughout the nucleoplasm yet remain silent. and the DNA repair/telomere binding protein yKu (Mar-
Thus, transcriptional repression can be sustained cand et al., 1996; Laroche et al., 1998; Mishra and Shore,
without perinuclear anchoring. 1999; Roy et al., 2004). Following recruitment, subse-
quent spreading of a Sir2,3,4 complex leads to a re-
Introduction pressed domain that is more stable at HM than at telo-
meres.
The three-dimensional architecture of the nucleus pro- Telomeres in many lower eukaryotes are grouped to-
vides an additional layer of epigenetic control that is gether during interphase near the nuclear periphery
superimposed on the regulation conferred by transcrip- (Gotta et al., 1996; Scherf et al., 2001). In yeast, Ku plays
tion factor binding sites and local chromatin structure. a central role in this process (Laroche et al., 1998). In
In an increasing number of examples, transcriptional cells lacking either heterodimeric subunit of Ku, some
repression can be correlated with a gene’s juxtaposition telomeres lose this association with the nuclear periph-
in trans to constitutive heterochromatin (Fisher andMer- ery and become highly mobile while others remain teth-
kenschlager, 2002). Themolecularmechanismsunderly- ered by a Sir4-dependent mechanism (Hediger et al.,
ing these spatial arrangements are not yet understood. 2002a). Thus, redundant pathways anchor telomeres in
Real-time microscopy has, nevertheless, provided a ro- yeast. Moreover, targeting either the yKu80 subunit or
a subdomain of Sir4 to DNA is sufficient to drag a ran-
domly positioned, internal chromosomal locus to the*Correspondence: gartenbe@umdnj.edu
nuclear periphery (Taddei et al., 2004). Whereas the na-5Present Address: Friedrich Miescher Institute for Biomedical Re-
search, Maulbeerstrasse 66, CH-4058 Basel, Switzerland. ture of the Ku docking sites remains obscure, an associ-
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ation between a domain of Sir4 and the perinuclear pro- context (Cheng et al., 1998). The region containingHMR,
including its silencers, was flanked by a pair of targettein Esc1 (enhancer of silent chromatin 1) is sufficient
to ensure such relocalization (Andrulis et al., 2002; Tad- sites for the R site-specific recombinase. An array of
256 lac operators (lacop) was inserted between the rightdei et al., 2004).
FISH studies have shown that HML resides at or near silencer,HMR-I, and the proximal recombinase site (Fig-
ure 1A). Excision, which was 95%complete 2 hr after thethe nuclear periphery where it colocalizes frequently
with telomeric clusters (Laroche et al., 2000). Corre- induction of recombinase, produced a transcriptionally
silent 16.8 kb HMR-derived ring that bound a coex-sponding studies on the relationship between chromo-
somal position and silencing have shown that the re- pressed lac repressor-GFP fusion (Cheng et al., 1998
anddata not shown; seeFigure 6). Thenuclear envelope,pression of HML depends in part on its proximity to a
telomere in cis (Thompson et al., 1994; Maillet et al., visualized by tagging a nuclear pore protein Nup49 with
GFP, served as an internal frame of reference for moni-1996). Synthetic targeting studies by Sternglanz and
coworkers also showed that Sir-dependent transcrip- toring HMR position (Figure 1B). By tracking the locus
in real time with live fluorescence microscopy, the im-tional repression could be restored to a crippled silencer
by tethering the locus artificially to the nuclear envelope pact of both silent chromatin and chromosomal context
on HMR localization and dynamics could be evaluated.(Andrulis et al., 1998). Different explanations have been
invoked to account for the favorable effects of perinu- Three-dimensional (3D) focal stacks were collected
on living cells from four strains that differed by the pres-clear anchorage on transcriptional repression, but the
simplest is that silencing of the HM loci benefits directly ence or absence of a galactose-inducible R recombi-
nase and a functional SIR3 gene (Table 1). All strainsfrom the elevated local concentration of Sir proteins
found at telomeric clusters (Maillet et al., 1996). In con- were cultured in galactose under identical conditions.
HMR positions were quantified by measuring the short-flictwith this notion, however, Sir protein overexpression
did not obviate the need for the membrane anchor in est distance between the center of the HMR focus and
the nuclear envelope in the focal plane that containedthis targeted silencing assay (Andrulis et al., 1998), and
Sir3 foci were shown to persist in mlp1 mlp2 double the strongest lac-GFP signal. To account for variations
in nuclear size, each distancemeasurementwasnormal-mutants, although targeted repression was compro-
mised (Feuerbach et al., 2002; Hediger et al., 2002b). ized to the nuclear diameter (midpore to midpore signal)
measured in the plane of focus (Hediger et al., 2002a).Here we explore the mechanisms that control the nu-
clear localization of silent chromatin using HMR as a The cell cycle stage was determined for each cell, yet
G1 and S phase nuclei yielded similar results and wererepresentative silenced domain. To understand the be-
havior of silent chromatin on its own, we uncouple the therefore pooled. G2 phase cells were excluded due to
a limited sample size. HMR loci were scored for theirmating-type locus from its neighboring telomere by in-
ducible recombination. We find that rings of silent chro- positions relative to three concentric zones of equal
matin possess an intrinsic ability to associate with the surface (Figure 1B), with zone I defining the outermost
nuclear periphery via Ku and Esc1. Quantitative live im- ring. Any deviation from randomness (33% per zone)
aging shows that nonsilent chromatin rings diffuse rap- was tested for statistical significance.
idly and randomly throughout the nucleoplasm.We con- The spatial distribution of the chromosomal locus (un-
clude that both protein-mediated anchorageand linkage excised) was determined in the strain lacking recombi-
to an intact chromosomal fiber restrict mobility of chro- nase. In 91% of the cells, HMR was found within zone
matin in an additive fashion. Surprisingly, we find that I, reflecting an exceptionally high enrichment of the si-
disruption of both the Ku and Esc1 perinuclear anchors lenced chromosomal domain at the nuclear periphery
produces highly mobile chromatin rings that remain si- (Figure 1C). In a silencing-defective sir3 deletion strain,
lent. We conclude that transcriptional silencing can per- the perinuclear fraction of HMR remained at 81%, indi-
sist without perinuclear attachment. cating that a silencing-independent mechanism is able
to anchor the right end of Chr 3. This result is consistent
Results with the finding that numerous telomeres (Tel 6R, Tel
8L, Tel 14L, and truncated Tel 5R) remain perinuclear in
sir-deficient strains, confirming that there are silencing-Extrachromosomal Rings of Silent Chromatin
Localize to the Nuclear Periphery independent mechanisms for anchoring chromatin in
yeast (Hediger et al., 2002a; Tham et al., 2001). WhenHeterochromatin in many species appears to cluster
underneath the nuclear envelope, particularly in differ- HMR was uncoupled from the chromosome, the silent
excised ring was found within zone I in 86% of theentiated cells. Given the potential importance of telo-
mere positioning for chromosome stability and regu- cells (Figure 1C), while excision in a sir3 deletion strain
produced a ring that distributed throughout the nucleo-lated gene expression in yeast (Ai et al., 2002; Halme et
al., 2004), we were prompted to investigate whether a plasm (46% in zone I and 36% in the innermost zone
III; Figure 1C). This demonstrates that perinuclear en-discrete domain of silent chromatin can anchor itself to
the nuclear periphery. richment of HMR is an intrinsic property of the locus,
achievedwithout direct coupling to theneighboring telo-HMR is situated sufficiently close to the right end of
Chr 3 (25 kb) that anchoring of Tel 3R would readily mere. Moreover, immobilization of HMR at the nuclear
periphery requires Sir3-containing chromatin. HMR an-mask or override any intracellular positioning informa-
tion intrinsic to the locus at the resolution of lightmicros- chorage is therefore distinct from telomere anchorage,
which persists in the absence of silencing due to yKucopy (30 kb; Bystricky et al., 2004). To overcome this
limitation,weused inducible site-specific recombination (Gotta et al., 1996; Hediger et al., 2002a; Tham et al.,
2001).to uncouple the locus from its normal chromosomal
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Figure 1. Influence of Silencing and Chromosomal Linkage on HMR Localization in Living Yeast Cells
(A) Experimental Design. Site-specific recombination at engineered target sites (RS sites) uncouples the lacop-tagged HMR locus from the
chromosome. The strains carry lac-GFP, Nup49-GFP, and a galactose-inducible R recombinase.
(B) An equatorial section of GFP fluorescence. Distances between the lacGFP-tagged HMR spot and Nup49-GFP at the nuclear envelope (x)
are normalized to the nuclear diameter (y) and binned according to three zones of equal surface area. In a 2 m diameter nucleus, zone I
corresponds to the outermost ring of 190 nm width.
(C) Distribution of HMR in the three zones is plotted as a percent of the total number of cells counted (n) for each strain. Red bar at 33%
represents an idealized randomdistribution. p values are calculated by 2 analysis comparing actual values to a hypothetical randomdistribution.
Strains used: MRG2253 SIR/chromo, MRG2251 sir3/chromo, MRG2249 SIR/ring, MRG2250 sir3/ring (Table 1).
Silencing Imposes Constraints on Intracellular et al., 2002a). To determine the degree of constraint
on the motion of silent chromatin rings, we used laserChromatin Motion
In still images, chromosomal sequences that appear to scanning confocal microscopy to capture rapid time-
lapse images of nuclei in G1 cells. Three-dimensionalbe enriched at the nuclear periphery are not necessarily
immobile. Most telomeres, for example, undergo dra- stacks (6  0.45 m focal sections) were obtained at
1.5 s intervals (3D  time  4D movies) and then pro-matic movements along the nuclear envelope without
leaving the perinuclear space defined by zone I (Hediger jected onto a single plane for analysis. Here, the Nup49-
Table 1. Strains List
Name Designation Nup49-GFP Genotype
W303-1A  MATa HML HMRa ade2-1 can1-100 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1
YAL3  W303-1A RS::E-HMR-I::RS sir3::HIS3
MRG2197 SIR/chromo  W303-1A RS::E-HMR-I-TRP1-256xlacop::RS
ADE2::HIS3P-lacGFP/URA3P-tetGFP::ade2-1 SIR3::URA3::sir3::HIS3
MRG2201 SIR/ring  MRG2197 (LEU2::GAL1-R)2::leu2-3,112
MRG2203 sir3/ring  MRG2201 sir3::HIS3
MRG2205 sir3/chromo  MRG2197 sir3::HIS3
MRG2213 esc1/ring  MRG2201 esc1::kanMX
MRG2214 yku70/ring  MRG2201 yku70::kanMX
MRG2249 SIR/ring  MRG2201 NUP49-GFP::URA3::NUP49 SIR3 HIS3
MRG2250 sir3/ring  MRG2201 NUP49-GFP::URA3::NUP49 sir3::HIS3
MRG2251 sir3/chromo  MRG2197 NUP49-GFP::URA3::NUP49 sir3::HIS3
MRG2253 SIR/chromo  MRG2197 NUP49-GFP
MRG2255 esc1 yku70/ring  MRG2201 esc1::kanMX yku70::hphMX
MRG2262 SIR/ring  MRG2201 mat::hphMX
MRG2263 sir3/ring  MRG2203 mat::hphMX
MRG2264 esc1/ring  MRG2213 mat::hphMX
MRG2265 yku70/ring  MRG2214 mat::hphMX
MRG2266 esc1 yku70/ring  MRG2255 mat::natMX
MRG2267 sir4/ring  MRG2201 sir4::kanMX
THC17  W303-1A RS::lys2::RS
GA2627 lys2/chromo  W303-1A RS::lys2-TRP1-256xlacop::RS ADE2::HIS3P-lacGFP/URA3P-tetGFP::ade2-1
GA2628 lys2/ring  GA2627 (LEU2::GAL1-R)2::leu2-3,112
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Figure 2. Time Lapse Images of the HMR
Ring in Representative SIR and sir3 Cells
Tet-GFP (green) provides diffuse background
nucleoplasmic fluorescence relative to lac-
GFP (white) bound at HMR. Image stacks
were collected at 1.5 s intervals, and every
eighth frame is shown. Red line traces the
path of the ring in the preceding nine images.
Strains used: MRG2201 SIR/ring, MRG2203
sir3/ring.
GFP fusion was replaced with a Tet repressor-GFP fu- silent chromatin and byHMR’s presence in a contiguous
chromosomal fiber.sion that produces a uniform, low-level nucleoplasmic
fluorescence. The calculated center of the tet-GFP sig- The data sets were further characterized in terms of
diffusion coefficients, step sizes, and average velocitiesnal intensity (i.e., the nuclear center of mass) provides
an internal reference point from which the coordinates (total track length divided by elapsed time). Data sum-
marized in Supplemental Figure S1 on the Cell websiteof lac-GFP-tagged foci can be measured accurately
with a novel semiautomated spot tracking software show that the nonsilent ring not only exhibits less spatial
constraint, but moves with larger step size and higherpackage (SpotTracker, http://bigwww.epfl.ch/sage/soft/
spottracker/). This frame of reference removes noise velocity, with maximal values of 32.97 m/min. This
exceeds the values reported for other chromosomaldue to the translational movement of cells. Moreover,
FRAP studies (fluorescence recovery after photobleach- sites in either human, fly, or yeast cells (Chubb et al.,
2002; Heun et al., 2001; Marshall et al., 1997).ing) indicate that nuclear rotation is not a significant
factor over the timeframe of our observations (K. By- Assuming that chromatin movements in interphase
nuclei resemble a randomwalk, themost robust methodstricky et al., submitted).
For each of the primary strains, multiple 5–7.5 min 4D to determine the spatial constraints imposed on this
movement is an analysis of mean square displacementmovies totaling	65 min (	2600 frames) were obtained.
Simple visual inspection of the movies showed that the (MSD; Marshall et al., 1997; Vazquez et al., 2001). The
MSD plot describes a linear relationship between thenonsilent HMR ring is highly mobile relative to the locus
in the other three strains (see Supplemental Movies square of the distance traveled by a particle (
d2)
and increasing time intervals. Deviation from linearity,S1–S7 at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/119/7/
955/DC1/). Representative images from a time lapse manifest as a plateau, provides a measure of spatial
constraint (i.e., obstructions to the free movement ofseries of the ring in SIR- and sir3-deficient cells are
shown in Figure 2, where a red trace is used to indicate the locus) on otherwise unconstrained diffusion (see
Figure 3B, for example). The height of the plateau re-the locus’ trajectory over 108 s. Even within this short
time interval, the nonsilent ring makes frequent large flects the volume in which the locus’ movement is re-
stricted, which is directly dependent on the radius ofsteps, sampling a larger fraction of the nuclear volume
than the silent ring. This is illustrated with a graphical constraint (rc; Supplemental Data on the Cell website).
Furthermore, the slope of the MSD curve is proportionaltreatment of the time lapse data in which the sites sam-
pled by the tagged HMR locus over a representative 5 to the diffusion coefficient, which decreases with in-
creasing t due to spatial constraints on the particle dy-min period are projected onto a single plane (Figure 3A).
For eachmovie, we calculated the minimum percentage namics.
MSD analyses for HMR displacement were averagedof the total surface that encloses 95% of the sites (see
Figure 3A, red ovals; Experimental Procedures). The av- over all time lapse movies of each strain and reach
plateaus at larger time intervals (Figure 3B). The nonsi-erage value over all movies for each strain is indicated
as a surface coefficient. The nonsilent ring exhibits the lent ring moves with the least constraint: its MSD value
reaches a plateau at 0.5 m2, which represents an rc ofhighest mobility, sampling on average 68% of the pro-
jected nuclear surface, while the silent chromosomal 0.8 m. This value approaches the average nuclear
radius of haploid yeast cells (0.9 m). Thus, comprehen-locus is the most constrained, sampling only 17%. The
silent ring and the nonsilent chromosomal locus yield sive quantitative analysis confirms that the nonsilent
ring moves freely throughout the entire nuclear volume.nearly equal intermediate values, confirmingothermath-
ematical treatments of this data (see MSD below). Thus, Similar values were obtained for the ring in a strain
lacking sir4. For the silent ring and the nonsilent chromo-HMR dynamics are constrained in an additivemanner by
Anchorage of Silent Chromatin
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Figure 3. Analyses of Movement from Time
Lapse Images
(A) Positions of HMR in representative
Nup49-GFP-expressing cells (1.5 s intervals
accumulated over 5 min). The red oval is a
best-fit minimal ellipse that encompasses
95% of x,y positions (see Data Analysis in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures on
the Cell website). Normalization of the ellip-
soid area by an idealized nuclear surface area
(r  0.9 m, black circle) yields the surface
coefficient, which is presented as the mean
andSDof allmovies for each genotype. Same
strains used as in Figure 1.
(B) Mean squared displacement analysis
(Vazquez et al., 2001) was performed by com-
puting the square of the distance between
HMR positions (d) as a function of increasing
time intervals (t). See Data Analysis in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures on
theCellwebsite. The average of alld2 values
(
d2, where d2  [d(t)  d (t  t)]2) for
each t value was plotted against t. Over
65 min of projected 3D stacks taken at 1.5 s
intervals were analyzed for the following
strains: MRG2197 SIR/chromo, MRG2201
SIR/ring, MRG2205 sir3/chromo, MRG2203
sir3/ring, MRG2267 sir4/ring.
(C) Tally of large movements, which are de-
fined asd	 0.5mwithin 10.5 s. Large-step
frequency per 5 min was determined from the
data sets used in (B) and (D).
(D) Mean squared displacement analysis was
performed as in (B) for strain MRG2250 sir3/
ring treated with CCCP in DMSO or DMSO
alone.
somal locus, on the other hand, rc  0.60 m and 0.65 from five to seven per 5 min. In contrast, the nonsilent
ring averages 15 to 19 large steps over the same intervalm, respectively, while that of the silent chromosomal
HMR locus is 0.48 m. This value is lower than that (see sir3 and sir4 ring data, Figure 3C). The higher mobil-
ity of the ring in the sir4 null relative to the sir3 null mayof an active chromosomal locus found in the middle of
Chr 2 (LYS2, rc 0.65 m, see below) but is comparable reflect the residual binding of Sir4 to HMR silencers in
the absence of Sir3 (reviewed in Rusche´ et al. [2003]).with the constraint on telomere-proximal tags, which
range from 0.43 to 0.45 m (values for Tel 3L, 6R, and This higher mobility is also reflected in the different
slopesof theMSDplots for sir4and sir3 rings (Figure 3B).6L; K. Bystricky et al., submitted).
The hierarchy of spatial constraints for HMR locus
mobility is also reflected in the frequency with which Chromatin Ring Movement
Is a Facilitated Processthe tagged locus makes large directional movements,
defined arbitrarily as movements spanning at least The driving force behind interphase chromatin motion
is unclear. Such movement has been described pre-0.5 m within 10.5 s (Heun et al., 2001). These large
steps are quantified over the entire time lapse data set viously as “Brownian-like” due to an absence of long-
range directionality (Marshall et al., 1997), yet previousand show that loss of either silencing or chromosomal
linkage increases the average frequency of large steps analysis suggests that large chromatin steps are energy
Cell
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dependent (Heun et al., 2001). In budding yeast, the of the nuclei, and the two are immediately adjacent in
an additional 33%. Comparable values were obtained indepletion of intracellular ATP levels can be achieved by
either natural glucose deprivation at high cell densities the absence of excision, when HMR and its neighboring
telomere were physically linked in cis or when Sir4 colo-or incubation with carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhy-
drazone (CCCP), a protonophore that collapses both calizationwas scored for a control strain carrying aGFP-
tagged telomere (Tel14L). In contrast, the colocalizationmitochondrial and plasma membrane potentials. CCCP
exposure, like depletion of glucose, eliminates large of perinuclear clusters of Sir4 with nucleoporins showed
only 12% overlap (Taddei et al., 2004), and the overlapmovements, although steps0.2 m persist and possi-
bly reflect residual Brownian motion (Heun et al., 2001). of a nontelomeric lacop-tagged ARS element was around
14% (Figure 5B). We conclude that the silent HMR ringTo ask whether the uncoupling of HMR from the chro-
mosome relaxes the dependence of chromatin move- associates specifically with telomeric clusters that se-
quester silent information regulatory factors at the nu-ment on the energy status of the cell, we performed
time lapse imaging and quantitative analyses on the clear periphery. Since 86% of the silent excised rings
are perinuclear but only 67% colocalize with Sir4 foci,nonsilent HMR ring in the presence of CCCP, or its
solvent DMSO. Surprisingly, the increase in the fre- the difference may either reflect telomere-independent
binding sites for HMR rings or rings that localize to Sir4quency of large movements that characterizes the non-
silent ring is abolished when ATP is depleted by CCCP pools that fall below our threshold of detection.
(Figure 3C). Significant reductions occur in both the
slope (diffusion coefficient) and the height of the plateau Ku and Esc1 Immobilize Silent Chromatin
(rc drops from 0.8 to 0.45 m). We conclude that the through Independent Pathways
rapid dynamics of the extrachromosomal ring depend Colocalization of silentHMR ringswith telomere clusters
on the energy state of the cell, which may reflect a suggested that their anchoring might involve common
general change in chromatin distribution within the nu- perinuclear docking sites (Figures 5A and 5B). The an-
cleus (Shav-Tal et al., 2004). chorage of yeast telomeres relies on two parallel path-
The rapid, unconstrained movement of the chromatin ways, one requiring the DNA end binding Ku complex
ring in the silencing-deficient strains is unlike any in vivo and the other requiring the perinuclear anchor, Esc1
mobility reported for chromatin to date and is particu- (Hediger et al., 2002a; Andrulis et al., 2002; Taddei et
larly remarkable considering the mass of the particle (at al., 2004). Ku and Esc1 also influence the partitioning
least 39 MDa). To rule out that these dynamics reflect behavior of circular plasmids that contain telomeric se-
some general effect of sir3/sir4 deletion on nuclear quences or a targeted Sir4 domain known as PAD4 (An-
structure, we generated a nonsilent ring in a SIR strain drulis et al., 2002, A. Ansari, S. Nagai, S.M.G., and
by excising a portion of the transcriptionally active LYS2 M.R.G., unpublished data). To test whether these pro-
gene from its native position on Chr 2 (Figure 4A). Visual teins also facilitate HMR anchoring, time lapse confocal
inspection of movies indicates that unlinking LYS2 from microscopy was performed with strains lacking either
the chromosome dramatically increases itsmobility (see ESC1 or yKU70. Diffusion constants, radii of constraint,
traces in Figure 4B). We note that the LYS2 ring moves and the frequency of large steps increase only slightly
throughout the nucleoplasm in an energy-dependent in both strains, indicating that chromatin anchorage per-
manner, with a radius of constraint approaching the sists in the absence of either Esc1 or Ku (Figures 5C–5E).
nuclear radius, very similar to that of the HMR ring in When these analyseswere extended to the esc1 yku70
the sir4 background (see MSD analysis, Figure 4C). In double mutant, we found that the excisedHMR ring was
contrast, the chromosomal LYS2 locus moves within now completely released from perinuclear anchorage
rc  0.65 m, which agrees closely with the rc value of (Figures 5C–5E). Both the frequency of large steps and
the nonsilent chromosomal HMR locus. Movement of the radius of constraint on the HMR ring in the esc1
the LYS2 ring is not likely to reflect transcriptional elon- yku70 double mutant were identical to those of the sir4-
gation, since the excised fragment lacks the LYS2 pro- null allele, and the radius of constraint approached the
moter. This result indicates that the rapid, unconstrained radius of the nucleus (Figure 5C). Thus, genes that pro-
mobility of the non-silent HMR ring is not an artifact of vide two parallel anchorage pathways for the Sir4PAD
sir deficiency, but instead reflects the true mobility of domain in an artificial targeting assay (Taddei et al.,
chromatin fragments unhindered by linkage to the chro- 2004) also constrain themobility of native silent chroma-
mosome. We conclude that both silent chromatin and tin on excised rings. Not only does this indicate that Ku
linkage to the chromosome limit the ability of chromatin and Esc1 provide efficient docking sites for Sir4 when
to diffuse freely throughout the nucleus, to nearly it is incorporated into silent chromatin, but it shows
equal degrees. that there are no other chromatin anchors at HMR, a
conclusion that could not be drawn from domain tar-
geting assays (Taddei et al., 2004).Silent Chromatin Rings Colocalize
with Telomere Clusters
The finding that HMR is highly enriched at the nuclear Silencing Persists in Chromatin Rings Released
from the Nuclear Peripheryenvelope raised the possibility that the silent locus can
associate with telomeric foci in trans. To address this Inevitable questions are raised by this analysis: does the
esc1 yku70 double mutant compromise HMR silencingquestion, we measured the extent of colocalization be-
tween telomeric foci visualized by Sir4 immunofluores- when the ring is released from the nuclear periphery?
Can silencing persist in the absence of the usual associ-cence and the lac-GFP signal ofHMR (Gotta et al., 1996;
Laroche et al., 2000). Figures 5A and 5B show that the ation with telomeric pools of silencing factors? To ad-
dress this question, we monitored the ability of the esc1excised locus coincides with a telomeric cluster in 39%
Anchorage of Silent Chromatin
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Figure 4. Dynamics of a Nonsilent Ring in a Silencing-Competent Strain
(A) The LYS2 excision cassette. The LYS2 open reading frame (ORF) wasmodified by incorporation of the lacop array flanked by two recombinase
sites such that excision produced a 16.5 kb ring bearing a 2.5 kb fragment of the coding region (lys2-int).
(B) Representative traces of the LYS2 path (red) from projected image stacks taken at 1.5 s intervals for 5 min in strains with excision (GA2628
lys2/ring) or without (GA2627 lys2/chromo).
(C) Mean squared displacement analysis of strains in Figures 3B and 4B.
yku70 double mutant to maintain repression of the a1 foci, which correspond to clusters of telomeric DNA
(Gotta et al., 1996). In both the esc1 and yku70 singlegene at the excised HMR locus by performing Northern
blot analysis on strains from which the activeMAT locus mutants, we see that these clusters are preserved, al-
though there is a significantly higher background of dif-was deleted. As expected, the chromosomal a1 gene
was derepressed in the sir3 strain and repressed in the fuse Sir4 staining in cells lacking Ku (Figure 6B; Laroche
et al., 1998). In the esc1 yku70 double mutant, however,single yku70 and esc1mutants (Figure 6A). Importantly,
however, the gene was also fully silenced in the esc1 Sir4 is completely released from telomeres and is found
uniformly distributed throughout the nucleoplasm. Theyku70 double mutant, not only at its endogenous locus
but alsowhen borne on the excised ring. Silencing under results are consistent with the notion that mobilized
rings remain silent because the dispersal of telomeric Sirthese conditions was shown to be Sir4 dependent and
to persist at least eight hours after induction of the re- proteins compensates for loss of perinuclear anchorage.
Unlike a situation in which Sir proteins are overex-combinase (data not shown). From these observations,
we conclude that perinuclear tethering is not required pressed, we note no growth defects in the esc1 yku70
double mutant, ruling out indirect effects on nuclearto maintain HM silencing, if the two essential anchors
for silent chromatin are eliminated. architecture. We thus complement the previous finding
that transcriptionally active telomeres can reside at theKu helps recruit Sir proteins to telomeres, thereby
restricting the ability of these factors to repress genes nuclear periphery (Gotta et al., 1996; Tham et al., 2001)
by showing that silent chromatin can persist in the ab-more centrally located in the nucleus (Mishra and Shore,
1999; Roy et al., 2004). In the absence of Ku, telomeric sence of perinuclear association (Figures 6A and 6C).
silencing is reduced, but HM silencing and silencing at
internal chromosomal sites improves slightly (Maillet et Discussion
al., 2001). It was of interest, therefore, to examine how
the esc1 deletion affects Sir factor distribution, particu- Silent Chromatin as a Determinant
of Nuclear Architecturelarly in a yku-deficient strain.
As shown above, immunofluorescence localizes the In organisms from yeast toman, cytological studies sug-
gest that the relocalization of genes to zones enrichedmajority of the Sir4 signal to four to eight perinuclear
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Figure 5. Factors Controlling Association of Silent Chromatin with the Nuclear Periphery
(A) Representative image of silent HMR rings (green) and telomere clusters (red) by multichannel confocal laser microscopy, as described in
Laroche et al. (2000). Affinity-purified rabbit anti-Sir4 detects telomere clusters, and direct GFP fluorescence identifies the tagged HMR locus.
Background nucleoplasmic staining (blue) was from coexpressed tet-GFP.
(B) Images as in (A) were analyzed for overlap or juxtaposition of Sir4 and lac-GFP tagged loci in the indicated number of cells (n). Signals
were classified as colocalizing if centers of intensity were 
0.3 m, or classified as adjacent if signals touch but do not overlap significantly.
Identical analyses were performed on GFP-taggedHMR in strains MRG2201 SIR/ring, MRG2197 SIR/chromo, as well as GFP-tagged ARS607
and Tel14L (Hediger et al., 2002a).
(C) Mean squared displacement analysis of HMR was performed on strains MRG2197 SIR/chromo, MRG2201 SIR/ring, MRG2213 esc1/
ring, MRG2214 yku70/ring, and MRG2255 esc1 yku70/ring, and MRG2267 sir4/ring, The slope of this plot, 
d2/dt, is proportional to the
diffusion coefficient D, which is plotted as a function of t in (D).
(E) Tally of large movements, as in Figure 3C, determined for the time lapse series used in Figure 5C.
Anchorage of Silent Chromatin
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Figure 6. HMR Silencing and Sir4 Protein
Distribution in Cells Lacking Esc1 and Ku
(A) Northern blot analysis of theHMR a1 tran-
script. Cultures were grown according to stan-
dard ring induction procedures, and samples
were harvested immediately before galac-
tose addition (labeled chromosomal) or 4 hr
thereafter (labeled ring). Lanes 1 and 6—
MRG2262 SIR, lanes 2 and 7—MRG2263
sir3, lanes 3 and 8—MRG2264 esc1, lanes 4
and 9—MRG2265 yku70, lanes 5 and 10—
MRG2266 esc1 yku70. Blot was hybridized
simultaneously with probes to a1 and ACT1
as an internal control.
(B) Immunolocalization of Sir4 (red) and nu-
clear pore (green). Affinity purified anti-Sir4
rabbit serum and Mab414 (mouse anti-pore)
were used on the strains used in Figure 5C
after growth and fixation with formaldehyde
in YPD, as described (Laroche et al., 2000).
(C) Schematic representation of conditions
allowing localization-independent silencing
in yeast. In wild-type yeast cells, telomere
bound yKu anchors chromosome ends creat-
ing unequal distributions of Sir proteins due
to multiple telomeric Rap1 binding sites. Si-
lent chromatin is recruited to these subcom-
partments by interaction of Sir4 with yKu and
Esc1. Without these proteins, Sir proteins are
released and HMR remains silent despite a
lack of anchorage.
in heterochromatin can influence transcription rates. For structural ligand for HP1 has been found that restricts
its interphase distribution. Even in yeast, where recentinstance, the interaction of Ikaros-regulated genes with
centromeric heterochromatin in trans correlateswith the studies have shed light on mechanisms that tether yeast
telomeres (Hediger et al., 2002a; Taddei et al., 2004), itcell type-specific inactivation of the relocated gene in
cyclingmouseBcells (Brown et al., 1999). Relocalization was not known if silent chromatin would occupy an
inherent subnuclear position and if so by what means.to centric heterochromatin was also observed in Dro-
sophila larval cells for a mutant allele of brown (bwD), Using inducible recombination to uncoupleHMR from
Chr 3, we found that the repressed HMR locus anchorswhich succumbs to a variegated expression state upon
association with centromere repeats (Csink and Heni- to the nuclear periphery through a pathway that requires
silent chromatin in cis. Our work is the first unambiguouskoff, 1996; Dernburg et al., 1996). As a further example,
immunoglobulin alleles found near the nuclear periphery demonstration that integral components of silent chro-
matin structure, as opposed to associated enzymesin embryonic stem cells, haemopoietic progenitors and
pro-T cells, shifted tomore central positions in the nuclei such as active polymerases or splicing factors, can de-
termine a chromatin domain’s subnuclear position. Thisof pro-B cells just prior to VDJ rearrangement (Kosak
et al., 2002). Finally, in the case of imprinted genes, finding suggests that the 3D positioning of chromo-
somes within the nucleus may be largely self-deter-asynchronous replication patterns could be correlated
with distinct subnuclear positioning prior to the estab- mined, organized by the binding of general repressors
that are integral components of the chromatin itself.lishment of repressed or open transcriptional states
(Gribnau et al., 2003). These observations, together with Spontaneous heterochromatin anchoring could account
for the formation of the chromocenter, of nucleoli, andthe finding that silent yeast telomeres cluster near the
nuclear envelope, have led to the suggestion that sub- other associations of repetitive DNA in trans.
nuclear position and in many cases positioning near
repeat sequences can influence genome function. Ku and Esc1 as Silent Chromatin Anchors
We have identified Ku and the perinuclear protein Esc1Despite these correlations, there has been nomolecu-
lar mechanism identified to date for heterochromatin as anchors for silent chromatin in yeast, although neither
protein plays an essential role in the repression of HMRpositioning, and it has remained unclear whether the
transcriptional status of chromatin was a cause or a (Figure 6). Elimination of both Ku and Esc1 allows the
release of theHMR ring from the nuclear periphery with-result of its position. In the case of Drosophila bwD, an
HP1 mutation influences heterochromatin structure and out loss of silencing, showing for the first time that Sir-
mediated repression can occur independently of a chro-weakens the bwD-centromere interaction (Csink and
Henikoff, 1996). However, HP1 is a highly mobile protein mosomal and subnuclear context. This completes the
formal separation of anchoring and silencing in the yeastthat localizes to many sites throughout the nucleus
(Cheutin et al., 2003; Festenstein et al., 2003), and no nucleus: not only can telomere components anchor
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without silencing (Hediger et al., 2002a; Taddei et al., Our improved conditions for chromatin tracking allow
2004; Tham et al., 2001), but also silencers can repress an accurate evaluation of single particle movement in
without anchoring. Our experiments are incompatible the nucleoplasm. By comparing the mobility of the LYS2
with previous claims that nuclear envelope components locus before and after excision, we reveal the constraint
are required for chromatin-mediated repression (Galy et imposed on chromatin mobility by its colinearity/linkage
al., 2000). Finally, we can argue that the positioning of with the chromosome (Figure 7). By comparing the dif-
silent chromatin at the nuclear envelope is not a default ferences in mobility of anchored versus nonanchored
result of exclusion from internal zones that favor ac- silent HMR rings, we expose the constraints imposed
tive chromatin. byprotein-protein interactions, in this case, bySir4 bind-
The action of Esc1 and Ku in anchoring silent chroma- ing to yKu and/or Esc1 (Figure 7). These restraining
tin is likely to be direct: both proteins interact with Sir4 forces probably contribute to the definition of chromo-
(Andrulis et al., 2002; Roy et al., 2004), and both proteins some territories in interphase nuclei (Marshall, 2002;
promote silencing when targeted to DNA (Andrulis et Chubb et al., 2002; Fisher and Merkenschlager, 2002).
al., 2002; Martin et al., 1999). Using mutant forms of
these proteins it could be shown that both proteins can Subnuclear Silencing Compartments
tether non-silent DNA to the nuclear periphery in a relo- as Facilitators of Genetic Control
calization assay (Taddei et al., 2004). Sir4 is an essential If yeast cells can repress mating-type loci without telo-
silent chromatin component and as such provides a meric pools of Sir proteins, then why are such foci
molecular link between silenced domains and anchor- formed in the first place? We propose that telomere
age. Although telomeric positioning also depends on Ku anchoring and its incumbent sequestering of Sir factors
and Esc1, telomere and HMR anchoring differ in at least serves as an antisilencing mechanism for the rest of
onecritical respect: telomere anchoringdoesnot require the active genome. The creation of subcompartments
silent chromatin because Ku also associates with the enriched for Sir proteins may allow the cell to ensure
extreme ends of chromosomes in the absence of Sir that most other loci remain active, while nonetheless
proteins (Gravel et al., 1998; Martin et al., 1999). exploiting the power of a general, promoter-indepen-
The release of the silent HMR ring in esc1 yku70 dou- dent, transcriptional repression mechanism. This ratio-
ble mutants correlates with a redistribution of Sir4 from nale has alsobeenproposed for themethylation of lysine
telomeric foci where it is normally sequestered (Figure 79 in histone H3, a modification that is found throughout
6B). These data reinforce earlier evidence showing that the active genome, and which appears to be incompati-
telomeres and HM loci compete for Sir proteins and ble with silencing (van Leeuwen et al., 2002). Similarly,
that the release of Sirs from telomeres can increase the histone variant Htz1 is thought to help insulate the
repression at internal sites (Buck and Shore, 1995; Mail- rest of the genome from inappropriate silencing events
let et al., 1996; Marcand et al., 1996). We propose that (Meneghini et al., 2003). By creating subcompartments
the repression of the mobile HMR ring is attributed to that favor repression through sequestration of Sirs, the
the uniform nucleoplasmic distribution of Sir proteins cellular concentration of Sir proteins can be maintained
seen in this double mutant (Figure 6B). Further, we sug-
at relatively low levels. This is undoubtedly important,
gest that the only critical role for perinuclear anchorage
as overexpression of SIR2 or SIR3 was shown to be
in silencing is to provide a high local concentration of
lethal for budding yeast (Holmes et al., 1997). Although
Sir proteins. We cannot, however, rule out the formal
strains lacking both Yku70 and Esc1 are fully viable,possibility that establishment of silencing requires tran-
microarray analysis shows a significant deregulationof asient perinuclear localization.
large number of internal chromosomal genes (A. TaddeiThe unconstrained mobilities of silent HMR rings in
and S.M.G.; unpublished data).the esc1 yku70 strain, as well as those of nonsilent rings,
Grouping telomeres and distal silent chromatin do-are striking and unexpected demonstrations that there
mains in nuclear subcompartments could facilitate ge-is no significant impediment to chromatin movement in
netic control in a number of ways. Bringing silent locithe yeast nucleoplasm. The rings appear to be subject
together raises the local concentration of silencing fac-to Brownian motion since no pattern or directionality to
tors that are otherwise limiting in the nucleus (Buck andthemovement could be detected and since the diffusion
Shore, 1995; Maillet et al., 1996). Factors dissociatingcoefficients of the rings were found to be similar to
from one locus might bind more frequently to a nearbythe theoretical limit predicted by the Stokes-Einstein
locus poised for silencing rather than to other distantequation (2.6  102 m2/s, assuming a minimal mass
and active regions of the genome. This is likely to be-of 39 MDa and a nuclear viscosity 5-fold greater than
come critical in the propagation of a repressed structurewater (Wachsmuth et al., 2000). If the motion is indeed
as chromosomes duplicate. Furthermore, the juxtaposi-Brownian, then the role of ATPmay be indirect in render-
tion of silent loci at the periphery could also promoteing thenucleoplasmand/or ring competent for free diffu-
formation of higher order structures creating trans inter-sion.Microtubule poisons have ruled out filament-based
actions between unlinked silent domains.motors as the essential dynamic force (Heunet al., 2001),
The clustering of telomeres may also impact nativeand inhibition of transcriptional elongation also has no
subtelomeric gene expression. Recent studies haveeffect (A. Taddei, F.R.N., and S.M.G., unpublished data).
shed light on the physiological importance of regulatingIrrespective of the source of chromatin mobility, it is
subtelomeric genes in a range of unicellular pathogens,noteworthy that chromatin can rapidly sample the entire
including Candida, Trypanosoma, and Plasmodia. Innucleoplasmic space, as this may facilitate interactions
these organisms gene families involved in cell adhesionbetween distal chromatin sites and homology-based
search events. and virulence are subject to variegated expression due
Anchorage of Silent Chromatin
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Figure 7. Chromosomal Linkage and Protein Interactions Constrain Chromatin Mobility
Reconstruction of the paths of GFP-tagged loci from representative 5 min 3D time lapse movies. The tracking and nuclear shells were visualized
using Imaris Surpass and Time modules (release 4.0; Bitplane). The top-row images demonstrate the constraint imposed upon the LYS2 locus
by the chromosomal fiber (compare chromo with ring), while the lower images demonstrate the constraint imposed upon the excised HMR
locus by the interaction of Sir4 with Esc1 and yKu.
expressed from its own promoter was reintroduced to this strain atto their subtelomeric position (De Las Penas et al., 2003;
its normal chromosomal locus using pAA104. The resulting locus,Scherf et al., 2001). In budding yeast, a similar form of
SIR3::URA3::sir3::HIS3, was converted to SIR3 in strain MRG2249regulation was recently proposed for the subtelomeric
by selecting for spontaneous elimination of URA3 and HIS3. The
FLO genes, which encode cell wall glycoproteins in- LYS2 excision cassette in THC17 (Cheng et al., 1998) was modified
volved in flocculation. Expression of these genes is sub- by homologous integration of a pAFS52 lacop-derivative to be de-
scribed elsewhere (F.R.N., M.R.G., and S.M.G., unpublished data).ject to a position-dependent variegation that is heritable
Lac-GFP and tet-GFP were introduced by integration of pGVH40yet reversible, and which responds to challenges from
(Bystricky et al., 2004) at the chromosomal ade2-1 locus. Nup49the environment (Halme et al., 2004). This is likely to be
was tagged internally with GFP as described (Heun et al., 2001).related to the regulation of another set of subtelomeric
The untagged copy was eliminated only from MRG2253. A GAL1-R
genes, the PAU genes, which respond to external recombinase expression construct was integrated as a tandem pair
stresses through a rapamycin-regulated phosphoryla- at leu2 by integrating pRINT (Raghuraman et al., 1997). his3-11,15
was converted to HIS3 by transformation with a PCR product con-tion of Sir3 (Ai et al., 2002). While mechanisms remain to
taining the gene.MATa, ESC1, YKU70, and SIR4were replaced withbe clarified, it appears that perinuclear pools of general
antibiotic resistance markers using a single-step PCR approachtranscription regulators, like Sirs, may provide an epige-
(Goldstein andMcCusker, 1999), to create null alleles of esc1, yku70,netic tool that not only silences mating-type information
and sir4.
in a stable manner, but ensures genetic flexibility by
variegated expression of other subtelomeric gene fami-
Growth of Cultures and Single Z Stack Microscopy
lies in the face of environmental stress. Freshly streaked cells were grown in SC-trp media containing 2%
dextrose for approximately 8 hr before diluting 1/200 into SC-his 
2% raffinose. When cultures reached approximately 0.25 OD600 afterExperimental Procedures
well-aerated overnight growth, galactose was added to 2%. After
2 hr, 1 ml of cell culture was harvested by centrifugation and eitherPlasmid and Strain Construction
A pAFS52 (Straight et al., 1996) derivative that contained TRP1, a placed onmicroscope slides bearing 1.4%agaroseplugs containing
4% galactose (pH 5.8) or 4% dextrose (pH 7.0) as needed or were10 kb array of 256 lac operators, and an HMR proximal fragment
(Chr 3 coordinates 294892–295241) was integrated by homologous mounted in a Ludin chamber flushed with appropriate media (Hed-
iger et al., 2004). Data collection was limited to 2h after mounting.recombination between HMR-I and the telomere proximal RS site
in a sir3::HIS3 derivative of W303-1A (YAL3) bearing recombinase All cultures were prepared similarly since carbon source and cell
density are known to influence chromatin dynamics (Heun et al.,sites at Chr 3 coordinates 292430 and 295232. Full-length SIR3
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2001). For ATP depletion experiments, cells were treated with CCCP silencing domain reveals an underlying competition between HMR
and telomeres in yeast. Genes Dev. 9, 370–384.dissolved inDMSO5minbefore harvesting andmountedon agarose
plugs containing drug and solvent at 40 M and 0.1%, respectively. Bystricky, K., Laroche, T., Gehlen, L., Langowski, J., and Gasser,
GFP-tagged locus positions were determined as described (Tad- S.M. (2004). Compaction of the yeast chromatin fiber in interphase
dei et al., 2004; Hediger et al., 2002a). Statistical significance of nuclei. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 101, 16495–16500.
distributions was compared with random distributions by 2 analy-
Cheng, T.-H., Li, Y.-C., and Gartenberg, M.R. (1998). Persistence of
sis. Student’s t tests were used to determine the similarity of zone
an alternate chromatin structure at silenced loci in the absence of
1 values.
silencers. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95, 5521–5526.
Cheutin, T., McNairn, A.J., Jenuwein, T., Gilbert, D.M., Singh, P.B.,
Time Lapse Confocal Microscopy and Misteli, T. (2003). Maintenance of stable heterochromatin do-
Time lapse imaging was performed on a Zeiss LSM510 confocal mains by dynamic HP1 binding. Science 299, 721–725.
microscope with two different protocols that yield comparable re-
Chubb, J.R., Boyle, S., Perry, P., and Bickmore, W.A. (2002). Chro-sults. For strains containing Nup49-GFP, 2D time lapse images were
matin motion is constrained by association with nuclear compart-captured at 1.5 s intervals with an enlarged pinhole (1–1.2 Airy unit,
ments in human cells. Curr. Biol. 12, 439–445.corresponding to optical slice of 700 to 900 nm), and the HMR focus
Csink, A.K., and Henikoff, S. (1996). Genetic modification of hetero-was followed manually by adjusting the plane of focus (Heun et al.,
chromatic association and nuclear organization in Drosophila. Na-2001). For tet-GFP strains, 3D  time imaging was performed with
ture 381, 529–531.0.45 m optical slices using a Hyperfine HRZ 200 motor at 1.5 s
intervals. Additional technical details are in the Supplemental Data De Las Penas, A., Pan, S.J., Castano, I., Alder, J., Cregg, R., and
on the Cell website. For high throughput analysis, the 3D stacks Cormack, B.P. (2003). Virulence-related surface glycoproteins in the
were projected onto a single x,y plane bymaximum intensity projec- yeast pathogen C. glabrata are encoded in subtelomeric clusters
tion prior to analysis so that data sets from either the Nup49-GFP and subject to RAP1- and SIR-dependent transcriptional silencing.
or the tet-GFP background essentially represent 2D projections of Genes Dev. 17, 2245–2258.
3D information. 3D tracking of focus movement in x,y,z after decon- Dernburg, A.F., Broman, K.W., Fung, J.C., Marshall, W.F., Philips,
volution was performed with Imaris Time module (Rel 4.0; Bit- J., Agard, D.A., and Sedat, J.W. (1996). Perturbation of nuclear archi-
plane, Zu¨rich). tecture by long-distance chromosome interactions. Cell 85,
Because each time lapse series represents a single cell, multiple 745–759.
G1 cells were pooled for each strain (9–11 cells for tet-GFP, 6–12
Festenstein, R., Pagakis, S.N., Hiragami, K., Lyon, D., Verreault, A.,
cells for Nup49-GFP), with each time lapse series comprising 200
Sekkali, B., and Kioussis, D. (2003). Modulation of heterochromatin
to 300 frames (Supplemental Table S1 on the Cell website). Data
protein 1 dynamics in primary mammalian cells. Science 299,
sets were analyzed by ANOVA for statistical significance. With the
719–721.
exception of one pairwise combination (mobile rings in the ku esc1
Feuerbach, F., Galy, V., Trelles-Sticken, E., Fromont-Racine, M.,double mutant and sir4 single mutant), each strain-specific set of
Jacquier, A., Gilson, E., Olivo-Marin, J.C., Scherthan, H., and Nehr-values was distinct from the others (step-size distributions com-
bass, U. (2002). Nuclear architecture and spatial positioning helppared with a 95% confidence value) by the frequency of steps 0.5
establish transcriptional states of telomeres in yeast. Nat. Cell Biol.m and by MSD values, spot-to-spot distances and on radial dis-
4, 214–221.placement relative to the nuclear center. Outlyingmovies were infre-
Fisher, A.G., and Merkenschlager, M. (2002). Gene silencing, cellquent (1 of 32 for Nup49-containing strains, roughly 1 in 10 for tet-
fate and nuclear organisation. Curr. Opin. Genet. Dev. 12, 193–197.GFP containing strains) and were not taken into consideration.
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